30% SPEED IMPROVEMENT ON CITRIX SERVERS
“Diskeeper has helped us in a real-world sense. I can point to concrete performance gains in our
Citrix environment which resulted in happier users. Furthermore, prior to installing Diskeeper some
of our lengthy batch process jobs would often fail at the end of the job with a ‘delayed write fail’
message. I have not seen that error message EVER again once I installed Diskeeper on the file
server hosting that volume and that was over three years ago.”
Damon Young , Systems Administrator, Xceed Financial Credit Union
“I am very satisfied with the Diskeeper results. We have a Citrix farm and the servers are constantly
having new profiles loaded and removed on them. Constant fragmentation occurs. With Diskeeper,
it is done automatically AND it does a better job than the Windows built-in defrag utility. My favorite
features of the new Diskeeper are the InvisiTasking technology and I-FAAST.
“CSI is a call center business. We have approximately 600 users connecting into a 16 server Citrix
farm. The Citrix farm allows them to connect to a number of servers and applications. We have over
65 different servers and they all serve different purposes. We plan to use Diskeeper on every
system.”
Jeff Zeilmann MCP, Network Analyst, Client Services, Inc.

"We have been running Diskeeper forever in our Citrix environment and started running it when we
were fighting system performance. In most cases we configure it and forget about it and that is
what they say you can do (set it and don't worry about it)."
Paul Tranchida, it & Business Services Director, Flint Group North America

“We initially deployed Diskeeper when Windows NT4 was new to keep seek times at acceptable
levels. IntelliWrite technology has successfully taken a lot of the resource load off of servers with
large drive volumes. We are a large Citrix shop and use Diskeeper on our Citrix presentation and
backend servers.”
Chris Barr, System Administrator, Saint-Luke’s Hospital

“After rolling out Diskeeper, we noticed significant improvements in the speed of the Citrix
Servers. Applications load faster and navigating through the start menu is quicker. These servers
get hit hard and the great thing about Diskeeper was the auto scheduled defrags. We require fewer
re-images on the servers since the files keep organized (especially user profile files). The Instant
Defrag is great too; it works well. The longer we run Diskeeper, the better the servers seem to run.
“We rely heavily on this product for our shared servers (Citrix/Terminal Servers) which now run much
faster. We have seen an over 30% improvement in performance. Great product!”
David Camardella, It Director, Analytical Instruments Manufacturing
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